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Since its inception, spectroscopy has been used to pursue science and applications based
on the interaction of light with matter on Earth, throughout the solar system, and for diverse
astronomical objectives. Spectroscopic signatures of interest in the optical range extend
from the ultraviolet to the thermal infrared. In the late 1970’s, with advances in detector,
optical, and electronic technologies, instruments that measured spectra for each point in an
image became feasible. In 1979, the first imaging spectrometer to fly was proposed using a
cryogenically cooled 32x32 HgCdTe detector array. The Airborne Imaging Spectrometer
flew in 1982 and made scientific discoveries during its initial flights. Imaging spectrometers
have been developed and launched to Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, the Moon, Earth orbit, and
other objects throughout the solar system. In almost every case, these instruments require
carefully designed thermal systems to assure detector operability, control for detector and
instrument background noise, as well as optical stability and performance. These thermal
requirements are stringent for imaging spectrometer instruments that measure signals in
very narrow continuous wavelength channels. From 1979 to present, JPL has led and
contributed to more than 15 imaging spectrometer instruments requiring a range of thermal
control architectures. This paper reviews examples of the instrument detector, noise, and
optical stability factors that drive the thermal requirements and implementation approaches
taken to meet them. Highlights of science discoveries are given as well as new architectures
and missions expected for the class of thermally controlled science instruments going
forward.

I. Introduction
Spectroscopy has been used since the early 1800’s to test hypotheses and make discoveries. In 1814, Joseph von
Fraunhofer invented the spectroscope and began using it to characterize the optical properties of glass used in new
telescope designs. He also identified the dark lines in the solar spectrum. In ~1850, Kirchhoff and Bunsen used
spectroscopy to begin to understand the composition of the solar atmosphere by establishing the connection between
the solar Fraunhofer lines and the spectroscopic signatures of compounds observed in the laboratory. From this
beginning, spectroscopy has evolved for use in a wide range of science objectives and applications. As an example,
the spectral signatures of different mineralogical groups from the ultraviolet to the long wavelength infrared are
shown in Figure 1 along with an example of Earth solar, emitted signals and atmosphere transmittance. The spectral
signature differences are a consequence of the interaction of electromagnetic energy with the molecular,
crystal/structural, and temperature characteristics of the different material types. The solids, liquids, and gases
found on Earth and throughout the solar system provide a wide variety of spectral signatures that may be used to
measure composition and derive other relevant physical properties for science objectives as well as applications on
Earth.
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Figure 1. Spectra of four broad mineral classes. The spectral signatures are related to their chemical and
crystal/structural composition from the ultraviolet to the long wavelength infrared (left). Solar irradiance
spectrum at 1 AU, emitted energy spectrum from a 300 K high emissivity surface, and example transmittance
spectrum of the Earth’s atmosphere (right).
In the 1970’s, with the development of advanced detectors and other technologies, it became possible to design
instruments that measure a spectrum for every point in an image. Using a 32 by 32 element area detector array of
HgCdTe developed by Rockwell Scientific, Inc. (now Teledyne Imaging Sensors Inc.) the first imaging
spectrometer was developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and flew in airborne test flights in 19821. The
Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (AIS) detector array was fabricated with a wavelength cut off at 2400 nm. At room
temperature, the HgCdTe detector dark current alone saturates the full well of the detector readout integrated circuit
(ROIC). For AIS to measure spectra a thermal control system for cooling the detector was required. The solution
for AIS was small liquid nitrogen dewar to cool the detector array. On its initial flights, AIS demonstrated the
capability of imaging spectroscopy to measure materials remotely1. Based on the success of AIS, a more capable
instrument, the Airborne Visible-InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS)2,3 was developed. AVIRIS measures
the full spectral range from 380 to 2510 nm and first flew in 1986. Figure 2 shows an AVIRIS image of
measurements of an agricultural region of the San Juaquin Valley, CA and a set of extracted spectra that have been
calibrated and atmospherically corrected. With a spectral range extending to 2510 nm, AVIRIS also required a
cryogenic thermal control system.

Figure 2. Imaging spectrometer data set acquired over an agricultural area in California by the AVIRIS
instrument with thermally controlled detector arrays (left). The top panel shows the spatial coverage. The
vertical panels portray the spectral coverage from 380 to 2510 nm for each spatial element in the image. To
operate over this spectral range, the detectors required cooling. For this instrument developed in 1986, liquid
nitrogen was used. A set of calibrated and atmospherically corrected AVIRIS spectra from the data set are
shown as well (right).
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From this beginning, and based on their sensitivity to the spectral signatures of solid, liquid, and gases in the spectral
range captured, imaging spectrometers have been proposed for a broad set of science and applications missions on
Earth and throughout the solar system. In every case, whether airborne or space based, the thermal characteristics of
imaging spectrometers are critical and must be addressed effectively to enable measurement of the spectral
signatures required.

II. Requirement for Thermal Control
Instrument characteristics related to the spectral range and the implementation architecture of an imaging
spectrometer typically drive the requirement for thermal control. Spectral ranges from the ultraviolet to the long
wavelength infrared drive thermal control requirements in the telescope, the spectrometer, and detector array
subsystems. In each of these subsystems, there are sensitivities to the emitted signals from the subsystems as well as
to gradients and changes in gradients in the subsystems that can distort optical alignment and impact performance.
Figure 3 shows the imaging spectrometer architecture for the NASA Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) flown on the
Chandrayaan-1 mission to the Moon in 20084.

Figure 3. Example of imaging spectrometer implementation from the NASA M3 instrument on
Chandrayaan-1 measuring the spectral range from 430 to 3000 nm with 10 nm sampling. Measurement
requirements lead to specific thermal requirements on the telescope, spectrometer, and detector array
subsystems.
The M3 imaging spectrometer is a pushbroom-type instrument that measured the range from 430 to 3000 nm at 10
nm sampling with a 24 degree field of view telescope with 0.7 milliradian angular sampling. With this broad
spectral range, a full thermal control system design was required5. Analysis of the required measurements of the
illuminated lunar surface and corresponding signal levels lead to a baseline thermal design with the telescope kept
below 250 K, the spectrometer below 200 K, and the detector below 155 K. A higher telescope temperature is
allowed because the mirror surfaces are low emissivity and the spectrometer slit is designed to block emitted energy
from the telescope and other subsystems. The spectrometer temperature and stability are required such that the
spectrometer emitted signals do not appreciably alter the dark signal levels during the measurement and that the
spectrometer thermal emitted photon noise contribution is kept below the read noise of the detector array. The
detector thermal control is driven by self-generated signal and corresponding noise as a function of the dark current
associated with this HgCdTe detector material6. To specify the exact thermal requirements, a full radiometric model
is required to account for all of these factor as a function of wavelength and expected measured signals. In addition
to controlling for the direct signal and noise characteristics of the imaging spectrometer telescope, spectrometer, and
detector subsystems, the thermal control system must provide temperature levels and stability such that temperature
variations do not cause optical distortion that compromise the imaging spectroscopy measurement objectives.

III. Cryogenic Thermal Controlled Imaging Spectrometers
Beginning with AIS in 1982, the most straight forward thermal control systems for imaging spectrometer
instruments operating from airborne platforms was to use a liquid cryogen. AIS began with a liquid nitrogen dewar
that cooled the detector array to ~80 K. In this early instrument, the thermal control of the telescope and
spectrometer was tied to the background conditions of the aircraft. Figure 4 shows a picture of the AIS instrument
and some early measurements.
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Figure 4. AIS instrument with liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detector array with early imaging
spectrometer measurements over the spectral arrange from 2030 to 2320 nm.
Following AIS, the AVIRIS instrument was developed. AVIRIS uses linear detector arrays of Si, InGaAs and InSb
in four spectrometers to cover the range from 380 to 2510 nm with 10 nm sampling. The Si array that provides
sensitivity over the range from 380 to 680 nm is thermally controlled to room temperature with heaters. The
InGaAs and InSb arrays that cover the spectral range from 680 to 2510 nm are liquid nitrogen cooled. The
spectrometers of AVIRIS are actively controlled with heaters to maintain optical stability. However, the noise from
the room temperature spectrometers is measurable in AVIRIS at the long end of the spectrum. To partially control
for background signal and noise from the warm spectrometer in the 2000 to 2510 nm region, a linear variable filter
was introduced during the 1990’s. The AVIRIS imaging spectrometer system has been used for Earth science and
applications research spanning a wide range of topics including: terrestrial ecology, carbon cycle, geology/soils,
snow/ice hydrology, coastal/inland waters, atmospheric composition, urban environments, calibration and many
others. Currently more than 5000 articles reference AVIRIS.
In 2005, a new pushbroom imaging spectrometer was developed at JPL named the Mapping Reflected-energy
Spectrometer (MaRS)7. This instrument used a Si and HgCdTe area array detector to deliver spectral images over
the range from 400 to 2500 nm in pushbroom architecture. To address requirements for temperature levels of the
spectrometer and detector as well as for thermal stability, the MaRS instrument was housed completely in a vacuum
vessel and with the telescope, spectrometer and detector array cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. This approach
required selection of special materials for the optics and optical mount structures that would maintain alignment
performance at liquid nitrogen temperatures. The optical mounts were fabricated from Invar and the optical
elements were made of fused silica. First flights of MaRS were in 2005 at Ivanpah Playa, CA. Figure 5 shows the
MaRS instrument installed in the aircraft as well as a MaRS image and radiance spectrum from the Ivanpah Playa
inflight calibration validation site. This liquid cryogen approach to thermal control has proved viable for this class
of airborne imaging spectrometer instrument.

Figure 5. MaRS imaging spectrometer installed in aircraft over the nadir port (left), image from Ivanpah
Playa calibration validation site (center), and calibrated radiance spectrum compared to predicted incident
spectral radiance.
The Spatially Enhanced Broadband Array Spectrograph System (SEBASS)8 instrument measures spectra in the mid
wavelength infrared (MWIR) and the long wavelength infrared (LWIR). SEBASS was developed by Aerospace Inc.
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and first collected measurements in 1995. SEBASS uses two spectrometers, one covering the spectral range from
2900 to 5200 nm with 128 samples and a second covering the range from 7800 to 13400 nm also with 128 samples.
The spatial field of view provides a swath of 125 m from an altitude of 1 km above ground. Based on the Si:As BIB
detectors available at the time and instrument architecture, the SEBASS instrument is contained within a vacuum
vessel and the detectors are cooled to 10 K with liquid helium. SEBASS has been involved in a range of
measurement campaigns for both science and applications research.
AIS, AVIRIS, MaRS, and SEBASS provide examples of thermal control for imaging spectrometer instruments
using a liquid cryogen system. This is a viable approach and has been used by other developers of imaging
spectrometer in the U.S. and internationally in the period from ~1990 through present.

IV. Imaging Spectrometers with Passive Radiator Thermal Control
A number of space imaging spectrometers with spectral ranges extending into the infrared have been developed that
use a passive cooling approach for the detector arrays and other key subsystems. The Near Infrared Mapping
Spectrometer (NIMS)9 on board the NASA Galileo mission to Jupiter is one example. NIMS measured the range
from 700 to 5200 nm with 408 spectral channels and a 0.5 milliradian angular instantaneous field of view (IFOV).
Figure 6 shows a picture of the NIMS instrument in the laboratory. In space, oriented to avoid the sun, the telescope
and spectrometer are cooled passively. The NIMS infrared InSb detector array has a dedicated high emissivity
radiative cooler with reflective thermal shield to block spacecraft and other signal sources. This thermal architecture
enabled the detector to operate at the required 70 K. The Galileo mission was launched in 1989 and NIMS began
successful spectroscopic observations in the Jupiter system in June 1996. There are more than 1500 articles that
reference Galileo NIMS.

Figure 6. Galileo NIMS space imaging spectrometer (left) for the mission to Jupiter with a spectral range
from 700 to 5200 nm. NIMS used passive thermal control for the telescope, spectrometer and shielded
radiator to cool the InSb detector array to 70 K. High resolution images measured by NIMS of moon Europa
at Jupiter (right).
The Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS)10 on board the Cassini spacecraft is currently in orbit
around Saturn to support a range of science investigations. VIMS measures the range between 300 to 5100 nm. The
instrument includes a visual spectrometer for the range from 300 to 1050 nm with 7.3 nm sampling and an infrared
spectrometer for the range from 850 to 5100 nm with 16.6 nm sampling. Thermal control requirements are driven
by the infrared spectrometer and the dark current characteristics of the InSb linear detector array. The infrared
spectrometer was passively cooled to 120 K to limit noise and background signal emitted from the spectrometer
subsystem. The InSb detector was cooled to 60 K with a shielded dedicated passive radiator derived from the NIMS
detector passive cooler subsystem. Four filters are used in front of the infrared detector to provide order sorting and
limit background thermal contributions to the science signal. Figure 7 shows a picture of the VIMS instrument as
well as a VIMS image of Saturn and the Saturn moon Titan. As an imaging spectrometer, VIMS delivers both an
image and a spectrum for science analysis for every element of the image. VIMS science is enabled by its passive
thermal control system. There are now more than 2500 articles that reference the Cassini VIMS imaging
spectrometer.
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Figure 7. Cassini VIMS imaging spectrometer (left) in the laboratory before spacecraft integration. The
telescope and spectrometer are passively cooled with views to space at 9.5 AU distance from the sun. The
spectrometer is nominally cooled to 120 K and detector to 60 K. VIMS has successfully measured Saturn
(center), the moon Titan (right) and many other elements of the Saturn system for a wide range of science
investigations.
The M3 imaging spectrometer4 introduced above was developed by NASA as a guest instrument on India’s
Chandrayaan-1 mission to the Moon. With a spectral range from 430 to 3000 nm at 10 nm sampling, a multi zone
thermal control system was required with separate zones for the telescope, spectrometer, and detector array. In
addition, this was the first time a single substrate removed HgCdTe area array detector (640 X 480) was used in
space for a spectral range from the visible through the infrared. This new detector approach for a space mission
enabled a compact architecture, although a failure of the thermal system would impact all wavelengths including the
visible range. M3 was proposed with an active mechanical cryocooler thermal control system for the spectrometer
and detector. However, due to power constraints, the active thermal control system could not be accommodated and
a novel passive thermal control system was conceived and implemented. At 1 AU distance from the sun and with
lunar surface equatorial day time temperatures near 400 K, the passive thermal control system was especially
challenging5. Figure 8 shows M3 in the laboratory with the passive radiator before shipment to the spacecraft
assembly facility in Bangalore, India. M3 was launched on the 22nd of October, 2008 with first light on the 19 of
November. Figure 9 shows some of the coverage, an image cube, and early spectra from M3. On the 23rd of
October 2009 the discovery of water/hydroxyl compounds on the illuminated surface of the Moon by M3 was
reported 11. The M3 mission for NASA achieved its objectives and there are currently more than 1000 articles that
reference M3.

Figure 8. A picture of M3 in the laboratory following successful pre ship review with its unique passive
radiator. The six flat white panels radiate heat from the detector, spectrometer, and thermal shield to space
and the six reflective curved panels reflect the energy arriving from the lunar surface away from the cold
panel.
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Figure 9. A portion of the M3 imaging spectrometer data set (left) measured during the Chandrayaan-1
mission with a multistage innovative passive thermal control system. A calibrated M3 image cube data set
from the Moon (center). Four M3 spectra showing some of the spectral diversity from different minerals on
the Moon (right).
These are three examples of space imaging spectrometers with passive thermal control systems. Other imaging
spectrometers such as the Compact High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (CHRIS)28 with passive thermal control
have been flown in space as well. Passive radiative cooler thermal control has significant appeal, with low power
and no moving parts, if the spectral range and thermal environment of the mission allow it.

V. Imaging Spectrometer with Mechanical Cryocooler Thermal Control
Active mechanical cryocoolers are an option when cryogen or passive cooler thermal control cannot be
accommodated within the environments and resources. Mechanical cryocoolers offer several advantages including
active set point temperature control for the imaging spectrometer subsystems that require thermal control.
Disadvantages of mechanical cryocoolers are related to reliability concerns and power consumption. Cost is also a
factor that is generally traded against reliability.
The Hyperion imaging spectrometer12 was developed by TRW Inc. in the late 1990’s as one of three instruments on
the Earth Observer 1 (EO-1) mission13. Hyperion measures the spectral range from ~450 to ~2450 nm with 10 nm
sampling. From an altitude of 705 km, the spatial sampling is 30 m with a 7.5 km swath. The Hyperion imaging
spectrometer pushbroom architecture uses a single telescope that provides light to separate visible-near-infrared
(VNIR) and short-wavelength-infrared (SWIR) spectrometers via a dichroic beam splitter. The VNIR spectrometer,
measuring the range from 450 to 1000 nm, uses a Si CCD type area array detector, while the SWIR spectrometer
uses a HgCdTe area array detector. The telescope is designed to operate at 293 K. The spectrometer and Si detector
temperature is controlled through connection to passive radiators. The temperature of the SWIR HgCdTe detector,
with a spectral range to 2450 nm, is controlled with a TRW Inc. mechanical pulse tube cryocooler. This active
cryocooler controls the detector to 115 K to enable good performance over the SWIR spectrometer spectral range
from 900 to 2450 nm. Hyperion was successfully launched on November 21 st, 2000. Figure 10 shows the Hyperion
imaging spectrometer in the laboratory as well as an early image acquired for the on-orbit calibration validation
experiment14 and a full range spectrum from the calibration target. Hyperion has been exceptionally successful as
part of the EO-1 technology demonstration mission15 and operated in orbit from 2000 to present. However, the EO-1
spacecraft is out of navigation fuel and drifting to earlier equatorial crossing times.
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Figure 10. Hyperion imaging spectrometer with active pulse tube mechanical cryocooler of the SWIR
spectrometer HgCdTe area array detector in the laboratory prior to spacecraft integration (left). Hyperion
image of a calibration site at the Arizaro Dry Lake in Argentina acquired on the 7th of February 2001
(center). The full Hyperion spectrum of the calibration target spanning the range from 450 to 2450 nm
(right).
Launched in 2005, the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM)16 is currently in orbit
around Mars as part of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) mission. CRISM nominally measures the spectral
range from 362 to 3920 nm at 6.55 nm sampling. The spatial sampling is ~18 m with a swath of ~11 km that varies
with altitude. Light enters CRISM through a common telescope that is passively cooled. From the telescope, light
is directed to a VNIR and SWIR spectrometer via a dichroic beam splitter. The VNIR spectrometer covers the range
from 362 to 1053 nm and uses a TMC6604a Teledyne Imaging Sensors, Inc. readout integrated circuit (ROIC) with
Si detector material. The VNIR subsystem is passively cooled to ~220 K. The SWIR spectrometer covers the range
from 1002 to 3920 nm and uses a TMC6604a ROIC with HgCdTe detector material. The SWIR spectrometer is
cooled to below 220 K with a passive radiator and the detector is cooled to below 120 K. The cooling of the SWIR
detector is achieved with a set of three Ricor K508 that provide elements of redundancy. Each cooler is linked to
the HgCdTe detector by a methane charged cryogenic diode heat pipe. Thermal conductivity is provided when the
cooler is on. Cost was a factor in choosing this approach to use redundancy with low cost mechanical cryocooler.
Figure 11 shows a picture of the CRISM instrument on the MRO spacecraft during a calibration test as well as an
image cube of the north polar cap of Mars and spectrum of the polar cap showing water ice absorption. The SWIR
portion of the spectrum is essential to CRISM science and is enabled by the use of active thermal control with
mechanical cryocoolers. CRISM imaging spectrometer has been an exceptionally successful component of the
MRO mission with more than 5000 scientific articles published.

Figure 11. A calibration test of the CRISM instrument prior to launch (left). An image cube measurement
from Mars north polar cap (center) and a CRISM spectrum showing the water ice absorptions (right).
In 2010, NASA began development of the AVIRIS Next Generation (AVIRIS-NG)17 imaging spectrometer for
Earth science and applications research from airborne platforms. AVIRIS-NG measures the spectral range from 380
to 2510 nm with 5 nm sampling. The spatial sampling is 1 milliradian with 600 cross-track elements. This spectral
range is measured by a single substrate removed HgCdTe detector array from Teledyne Imaging Sensors Inc.
Substrate removal enables sensitivity in the visible portion of the spectrum and enables this single compact Offner18
spectrometer design. With this approach, the detector must be cooled to below 160 K to suppress detector dark
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current at all wavelengths and the spectrometer cooled below 230 K to suppress the spectrometer emitted
background signal and related noise. For AVIRIS-NG, the approach taken was to house the telescope, spectrometer
and detector in a single vacuum vessel with active mechanical cryocooler thermal control. To cool AVIRIS-NG, a
pair of Cryotel GT mechanical cryocoolers from Sunpower Inc. are used. The cold tips are within the vacuum
vessel and conductive heat straps are used to pull heat from the required elements of the AVIRIS-NG system. This
solution takes advantage of the power typically available on aircraft observing platforms. An additional advantage
is that all optics and the critical detector electronics are housed within the vacuum vessel away from contamination
and humidity. In addition to vibration from the aircraft, vibration from the mechanical cooler is accommodate by a
stiff end-to-end design and use of flexible links to the cold finger of the cooler. AVIRIS-NG began flying in 2012.
Figure 12 shows a picture of AVIRIS-NG, an early image cube, and spectra measured over the range 380 to 2510
nm. In 2014, AVIRIS-NG was used to detect and measure methane19,20 based on the absorption features in the 2300
nm spectral region that requires a cooled detector array. AVIRIS-NG has acquired data from North America,
Greenland, and India and is planned for multiple science and applications research investigations in the future.

Figure 12. AVIRIS-NG in alignment configuration in the laboratory (left). AVIRIS-NG image cube acquired
in Greenland in 2015 (center). Example calibrated radiance spectra from the Greenland deployment (right).
Contemporaneously with the development of AVIRIS-NG, the airborne HyTES21 imaging spectrometer has been
developed by NASA. HyTES measures the range from 7500 nm to 12,000 nm with 256 spectral samples. The field
of view is 50 degrees with 512 cross-track samples. The detector chosen for HyTES is a Quantum Well Infrared
Photo detector (QWIP)22. This detector requires cooling to below 40 K. For the HyTES design, the detector was
matched with a Dyson spectrometer18. The Dyson is optically fast and especially compact. This enables cooling of
both the detector and spectrometer together. To accommodate the thermal requirements, HyTES is housed in a
vacuum vessel and cooled by two Cryotel GT mechanical cryocoolers. These coolers cool both the spectrometer
and detector array to 40 K. The telescope and relay are held at higher temperatures in the vacuum vessel. HyTES
has flown on a low altitude platform for a number of science and applications research investigations and is now
being adapted to fly on NASA high altitude ER-2 aircraft.
A range of other imaging spectrometers have used active mechanical thermal control systems. The ARTEMIS
imaging spectrometer23, launched in 2009, used a Thales 9510 cryocooler to cool a single HgCdTe detector array
covering the spectral range from the visible to the short-wavelength-infrared. The Airborne Prism Experiment
(APEX) imaging spectrometer24 measures a spectral range from 372 to 2540 nm with a nominal 312 channels. A
Stirling cycle cooler (Signal USFA, Cryogenic Engine UP7098/02) allows operating the SWIR detector with low
dark current at 130 K detector temperature. The mount of the spectrometer is liquid cooled using a transfer line and
cold finger. The optical base plate is isolated from the instrument housing and equipped with a separate, closed-loop
cooling system set at 292 K. HYDICE25 is another example of an airborne imaging spectrometer designed with a
mechanical cryocooler. This implementation uses a single detector array of InSb material to cover the spectral range
from 400 to 2500 nm. To control the dark current characteristics of InSb detector material, the detector is held at a
temperature of 65 K using a split cycle Stirling cryocooler. The rest of the system is held at 282 K with an airconditioning system to control for other emitted background signals. HYDICE is an example of an imaging
spectrometer where vibrations likely associated with the mechanical cryocooler impacted the quality of the
spectroscopic measurements26.
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Vibration from mechanical cryocoolers must be accounted for in the design and implementation of the imaging
spectrometer. Typically the instrument is designed to be stiff to accommodate aircraft or launch vibrations. In
addition, the cooler can be attached by a flexible link and modern cryocooler systems often include options for
vibration cancelation. For some systems, an optimal orientation of maximum vibration is in the focus direction to
minimize lateral translation errors, especially in the spectral direction. Finally, imaging spectrometers that use
modern detector arrays with snapshot read are more spectroscopically robust than wavelength sequential read
detector arrays where the position of the detector could shift as the device is read out through wavelength.
A final example of a mechanically cooled imaging spectrometer is the Compact Wide-swath Imaging Spectrometer
(CWIS)27 that has recently been developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This F/1.8 Dyson imaging
spectrometer measures the spectral range from 380 to 2510 nm with 7 nm sampling. The spatial sampling is 0.5
milliradian with >1200 cross-track elements. The CWIS uses a next generation CHROMA ROIC (1280 x 480) and
substrate removed HgCdTe detector material that provides sensitivity over the full spectral range. The telescope is
held at near room temperature, while the spectrometer and detector array are cooled with 230 K and 150 K
respectively using a pair of Thales Inc. 9510 pulse tube cryocoolers. As demonstrated with CWIS, the advent of
lower cost and higher reliability mechanical cryocoolers is making the active mechanical cryocooler option
increasingly appealing.

VI. Conclusion
Thermal control has been a key element of airborne and space imaging spectrometer instruments since there first
development in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s. Basic thermal control is usually required for optical performance
and stability. However, the driving thermal control requirements are often related to the detector noise and
spectrometer background signals, especially when the spectral range extends into the SWIR, MWIR or LWIR
regions of the spectrum. To address thermal control requirements, a range of solutions have been pursued including
liquid cryogen, passive radiative coolers, and active mechanical cryocoolers. If the cryogen is available, these
thermal control systems are comparatively straight forward and enable low power implementation. AIS, AVIRIS
and MaRS are example instruments that have used liquid nitrogen. While viable for airborne imaging spectrometer
liquid cryogen are generally not practical for space missions.
Thermal control by passive radiative coolers has been used extensively in space and has great appeal for low power
and high reliability. Passive radiative coolers typically have strict requirements of views to cold space. Complex
shielding can be required to block views of the spacecraft and other thermal signal sources. Spacecraft orientation to
the sun and the target of interest can be limited based on radiator viewing geometry. Passive radiative coolers are
especially challenging for subsystems and detectors that require very low temperatures. The NIMS, VIMS and M3
imaging spectrometers are examples of imaging spectrometer that have successfully used passive radiative coolers.
Mechanical cryocoolers offer a third alternative for thermal control that has been used successfully for airborne and
space imaging spectrometer instruments. Recently, a number of lower cost, high reliability pulse tube cryocoolers
are now qualified for space. These mechanical cryocoolers offer direct feedback control of imaging spectrometer
subsystem temperature set points. A disadvantage is that mechanical cryocoolers can require considerable power
and the waste heat must be rejected. Even with the need for more power, recent trends are for current and future
imaging spectrometers to use active mechanical cryocoolers as in the case of AVIRIS-NG, ARTEMIS and CWIS.
Next generations imaging spectrometers are being developed and proposed based on new optical designs and new
large area array detectors. These new larger detector arrays generally dissipate more power. Based on their ability
to deliver spectroscopically derived information with full image context, imaging spectrometers are being targeted
toward a range of science and applications research on Earth as well as exploration and discovery science
throughout the solar system. With larger detectors and broader spectral ranges extending into the infrared, thermal
control will continue to be a driving design and implementation factor as these new more capable imaging
spectrometer instruments are developed and deployed.
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